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when you open super tool, you will be presented with a menu screen. here, you can select the option
to unlock your bootloader, or flash the custom recovery. be sure to use the right version of the tool
for your device. if in doubt, take the first option listed - unlock your bootloader. if the bootloader is
unlocked, you will see the unlocking message. if not, try rebooting your device after changing the

option on the super tool menu. to obtain the recovery option, you must first unlock your bootloader
and reboot into recovery. to do this, you must boot into bootloader mode by pressing and holding
volume down (android devices) or volume down + power button (ios devices). from the bootloader
screen, navigate to recovery by pressing volume up (android devices) or volume up + home (ios
devices). if you are unable to navigate to recovery, you may try installing a custom rom which

provides a faster boot process. bootloader mode should be present after you have installed a custom
rom. if not, you should try rebooting your device once again, while holding volume down (android

devices) or volume down + power button (ios devices). the following screen will appear after you are
in the recovery menu. select install zip from sdcard and find the.zip file on your phone, and select ok.

after that, you will select reboot system now. after the reboot process is complete, your device will
boot into the supersu app.
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ive been doing this for a few weeks, open oculus home, open the debug tool and set the value, i use
2 pretty much with anything, then i launch the game, typically see some stuttering at this point, i
then just alt tab back to the debug tool and close it. seems to preserve the pixel override and the

stuttering goes away when the tool is closed. the process has to be repeated for each game launch, i
usually quit oculus home in between too. bit annoying but so worth it. ive also had success with

playing side loaded games/experiences like sensa peso for example looked a million times better
after, and some steam rift games too. as far as we can tell, the debug tool overrides any in-game

pixel density settings, so titles like chronos and eve: valkyrie which allow you to tweak this, should
simply adopt the oculus debug tool setting. however, we havent tested this extensively,your mileage

may vary and that goes for title compatibility too. give it a shot and let us know how you get on in
the comments below. guys, there is something i miss i followed tge steps from above exactly as is

written, but i have no image improve at all. i have 1080 video card, even if i set the 2 value there is
no difference in quality nor in performance. the development tool is somehow out of date for the
current version of oculus home there is any other trick i bought the oculus yesterday and is not

possible to use for more then 10 min due to low resolution problem. please help me with this, thank
you. ive been doing this for a few weeks, open oculus home, open the debug tool and set the value, i
use 2 pretty much with anything, then i launch the game, typically see some stuttering at this point,
i then just alt tab back to the debug tool and close it. seems to preserve the pixel override and the

stuttering goes away when the tool is closed. the process has to be repeated for each game launch, i
usually quit oculus home in between too. bit annoying but so worth it. 5ec8ef588b
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